Lightfusion™ –
light your way to beautiful skin
LightFusion™ and its proprietary Hydrogel Mask have been
specifically developed to give visible results in just one
treatment by stimulating cellular process that work below
the skin creating long lasting beautiful skin.
Our skin works hard to protect us from harmful elements in the external
environment and also reflects our internal well-being so it is important
to integrate effective treatments to strengthen and boost the skin from
the inside out.
LightFusion™ is a totally natural, non-invasive treatment that is clinically
proven to boost collagen, increase hydration and improve microcirculation
in just 10 minutes.

Light is a new and exciting addition in skin therapy
We are all influenced by the power of light and the benefits of light therapy to
our wellbeing are well documented as well as being recognised in modern
medicine for many years. Lightfusion™ has been developed to harness the
power of light, and deliver it as a safe and effective treatment that can be
incorporated into a relaxing facial procedure
The benefits of a single Lightfusion™ photofacial include energising tired skin
and a course of treatments can tackle skin ageing problems and sensitivity.
•

Proven treatments with visible results

•

Protocols to improve Skin’s hydration, firming, signs of ageing,
redness and minor skin problems

•

Safe, effective, non-invasive therapy

•

Treats all skin types, all year round

•

No side effects, no pain, no redness and no irritation

•

No recovery time needed

•

Quick and simple treatment

•

Promotes the body’s own natural healing response

Frequently Asked Questions
Q1

Is the treatment effective?

A1

Yes. The LEDs chosen for LIGHTFUSION™ are dual wavelength, this means that
they can emit both red and near infra-red light at the same time. Both of these
wavelengths have been shown to stimulate the intricate cellular processes that
stimulate collagen production, increase skin elasticity and promote greater
blood flow and tissue oxygenation.

Q2

Who is suitable for LIGHTFUSION™?

A2

Because LIGHTFUSION™ creates no heat it’s suitable for all skin types, and is
clinically proven to treat fine lines, hyperpigmentation, improve skin tone and
texture and reduce inflammation.

Q3

What is the treatment like?

A3

The LIGHTFUSION™ treatment is just like a facial but the effects go much
deeper and are more visible and longer lasting. Following deep cleansing, the
LIGHTFUSION™ Hydrogel Mask is applied which is cooling and deeply hydrating
and the device is then applied over this. After 10 mins both are removed and
aftercare skincare is applied to the skin. You will be given a skincare product to
use at home on the evening of the treatment that has been specially formulated
to enhance the effect of the treatment and maximise the receptive nature of the
skin following LIGHTFUSION™.

Q4

Does it cover the entire face?

A4

It doesn’t need to. Scientific research has shown that the effect of low level
light therapy spreads throughout the tissue. Just like one rain drop in a lake,
the effect of one drop ripples out and spreads much wider than the original rain
drop. The LIGHTFUSION™ treatment pads have been specially designed to cover
as much as the face as possible while not being claustrophobic like traditional
panel type LEDs.

Q5

Is it hot?

A5

No unlike traditional filament bulbs LEDs do not contain a filament. They produce
light energy with very little thermal energy. The LIGHTFUSION™ treatment heads
do not get hot nor feel hot against the skin.

Q6.

Will it damage my eyes?

A6

No. LIGHTFUSION™ has been tested to the international standard for eye safety
EN62471. In addition the design of the therapy heads means that the device does
not directly shine into your eyes, which means the treatment is more comfortable
and less claustrophobic than traditional LED devices.

Q7

Will it help my products to penetrate better?

A7

Yes. Low level light therapy increases blood flow and tissue oxygenation within
skin treated with red and near infra-red light, helping the skin utilise active
ingredients more effectively.

Q8

Can I combine LIGHTFUSION™ with other aesthetic treatments?

A8

Yes. Lightfusion™ will enhance and accelerate the results from other treatments
particularly facials, microdermabrasion, peels, microneedling and fillers and
you can use LIGHTFUSION™ after laser treatment to reduce downtime. Because
LIGHTFUSION™ builds healthy skin from the inside out it compliments other
treatments that work in other ways.

Q9

What results can I expect and how long will they last?

A9

After a single Photo Facial skin may feel firmer and tighter with a reduced pore
size, skin will feel softer and smoother due to the instant hydration and the
enhanced absorption of the ingredients in the hydrogel mask.
Your complexion will look more vibrant and fresher due to the increased blood
flow, tissue oxygenation and increased cellular ATP. A course of 4 treatments will
help improve fine lines and wrinkles and will improve skin firmness, elasticity and
any pigmentary issues.
Results can last for several months following a course of 4 LIGHTFUSION™
Photofacials however maintenance sessions are advised to ensure longer
lasting results.

Q10

Can I over treat?

A10

No, because LIGHTFUSION™ uses the non-thermal properties of
photobiomodulation, it does not damage skin cells. During a treatment skin cells
reach a light absorption level at which point they no longer absorb light.

Q11

Is it claustrophobic?

A11

No unlike other traditional LED panel systems that surround the face
LIGHTFUSION™ is specifically designed to deliver a comfortable Photo Facial to
the skin; it does not cover the eyes or feel heavy on the skin.
The LED’s used are the first of their kind delivering two wavelengths at the correct
energy from one diode making the device light and enabling treatment times to be
reduced to 10 minutes.
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